Abstract: This paper seeks to present a detailed linear stability theory for reaction-diffusion systems (RDS) with constant coefficients on continuously deforming domains. By using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation (ALE), the model equations on a continuously deforming domain are transformed to a fixed domain at each time, resulting in a conservative system. First we prove that if the domain velocity is divergence free, then the linearised system of RDS reduces to one obtained for the RDS on a fixed domain. Secondly, we derive and show that the diffusiondriven instability conditions for an exponentially growing domain depend on the domain growth rate. More important, the parameter space is a direct shift of the Turing space obtained on a fixed domain in the absence of domain growth. Alternatively, by looking at the eigenvalues, we show that the shifting of the Turing space is equivalent to the standard Turing space of the RDS on a fixed domain but with eigenvalues shifted to the left of the complex plane by a constant factor given by the divergence of the domain velocity.
Introduction
Understanding the role of domain growth in pattern formation is crucial in developmental biology. In recent years there has been a surge in mathematical modelling of pattern formation on continuously deforming domains, however, very little analytical work has been carried out to understand the effects of incorporating domain growth to pattern formation. The increase in computational power and tools has given the scientific community an almost immediate vast amount of computational data on pattern transitions on growing domains but with little knowledge of the theoretical justifications of their occurrence. This paper is one in a series of papers aimed at studying stability conditions for reaction-diffusion systems (RDS) on growing domains.
RDS have been widely proposed as plausible mechanisms for pattern generation processes (Murray, 2002) . On fixed domains, Turing (1952) derived the conditions under which a linearised reaction-system admits a linearly stable spatially varying homogeneous steady state in the absence of diffusion, which becomes unstable under appropriate conditions in the presence of diffusion to yield a stable spatially varying inhomogeneous steady state. This process is now well-known as diffusion-driven instability. Turing patterns were first observed by Castets et. al. (1990) in a chloride-ionic-malonic-acid (CIMA) reaction and Ouyang and Swinney (1991) were the first to observe Turing instability from a spatially uniform state to a patterned state. Although controversial for many years, recent exprimental findings strongly support this as a mechanism for the formation of repeated structures in skin organ formation (Sick et. al., 2006; Maini et. al., 2006) .
Most of the applications of Turing theory have assumed fixed domains. In the context of developmental biology, the tacit assumption is that pattern forming processes occur on a different timescale to that of domain growth. However, it has been shown that in many cases this is not true and that domain growth and domain shape play a vitally important role in pattern formation and selection. For example, Kondo and Asai (1995) illustrated the role of domain growth in pattern formation by finding mode doubling in pigmentation patterns of the angelfish Pomacanthus as it grows. The juvenile Pomacanthus has three vertical stripes; once the fish grows to twice its original size, new stripes emerge between the original stripes so that the original wavelength is maintained. Growing domains have the mathematical effect of increasing diffusion rates and increasing the likelihood of a Turing instability occurring (Crampin, et. al.,, 1999) . It can be shown that a RDS on a growing domain can be transformed into a RDS on a fixed domain, but with timedependence in the diffusion and dilution terms (Turing, 1952) . Since growing domains effectively change diffusion rates, the mathematical understanding of the effects of growth on Turing patterns is an important area of research. Examples of studies of RDS illustrating the role of domain growth can be found in papers by Murray (2002) , Kondo and Asai (1995) , Varea et. al., (1999) , Chaplain et. al., (2001) , Liaw, et. al., (2001) , Painter, et. al., (1999) , Crampin et. al., (1999 Crampin et. al., ( ,2002 , Madzvamuse, et. al., (2003 Madzvamuse, et. al., ( ,2005 Madzvamuse, et. al., ( ,2005 Madzvamuse, et. al., ( ,2007 and Plaza et. al., (2004) . For a detailed review consult Plaza et. al., (2004) .
The fact that the models derived on continuously deforming domains contain the advection or convection and dilution terms makes it diffult in most cases to carry out standard linear stability analysis by means of plane wave decomposition. In most cases domain growth is assumed to be isotropic, i.e. growth of the domain takes place in the same proportion in all directions at all times. This assumption is particularly attractive in that the growing manifold can be parametrized as a product of a growth function and a fixed normalized domain. Several growth functions have been proposed in the literature, these include linear, exponential and logistic or saturated growth protocols. Plaza et. al., (2004) presented a framework to investigate the role of curvature and growth in pattern formation and selection via the Turing instability. They found that the corresponding Turing analysis on growing domains is still an unresolved problem. Instead, they carried out analysis on equations that allow the separation of the geometrical spatial effects from those due to domain growth. By assuming that there is no growth, studies were carried out to investigate the effects of geometry. For illustrative purposes, computational results were carried out on linearly growing domains such as planar domains, disks and cones. In all their simulations they observed that the selection of the final pattern was dictated by the interplay of the curvature and domain growth given fixed model parameter values. Transient patterns were shown to be robustly selected due to the effects of either curvature and/or domain growth, in complete agree with previous results obtained in computational studies by Crampin et. al., (1999 Crampin et. al., ( ,2002 and Madzvamuse et. al., (2003 Madzvamuse et. al., ( ,2005 . Madzvamuse et. al., (2003 Madzvamuse et. al., ( ,2005 Madzvamuse et. al., ( ,2005 Madzvamuse et. al., ( ,2007 investigated, through a novel application of the moving grid finite element method, the role of domain growth in pattern generation on both regular and irregular domains. Numerical simulations in one dimension show solution behaviours such as mode-and period-doubling, peak insertion and splitting. In two dimensions spectacular bifurcations are observed such as transitions from stripe-to-stripe, spot-to-stripe-to-spot and circular patterns, and period doubling of spot patterns. In all this work, stability analysis was carried out only for the numerical methods used, no stability analysis was done to determine conditions that would give rise to Turing patterns on growing domains.
To simplify the model equations posed on a growing domain it is common to use an alternative frame of reference rather than the standard Eulerian frame. The arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation is one such procedure which has been used successfully in a number of physical applications such as fluid-structure interaction systems (Lesoine and Farhat, 1996) . In these applications, the ALE formulation is used as the basis for computational algorithms in order to provide efficient, accurate and robust numerical simulations (Formaggia and Nobile (1999) , Boffi and Gastaldi, (2004) , Mekwi (2007,2007) . Their use in this paper is more subtle, to provide a conservative formulation favourable for linear analytical stability theoretical studies. The conservative formulation is a generalisation of the model equations presented in papers by Plaza et. al. (2004) , Crampin et. al., (2002) , and Madzvamuse, et. al., (2005 Madzvamuse, et. al., ( ,2007 . This paper aims to discover under what conditions standard linear stability analytical theory is applicable for studying RDS on continuously deforming domains. Under these assumptions, we prove that the conditions for diffusion-driven instability on a growing domain whose velocity is divergence free are equivalent to those derived on a fixed domain. A typical example is a linearly anisotropic growing domain. Here the standard diffusion-driven instability conditions are independent of domain growth. We derive also the conditions for diffusion-driven instability on an exponentially growing domain and show that these depend on the growth rate of the domain. We are able to derive explicitly the Turing space which is shown not only to be a function of the growth rate but also that the parameter space is a direct shift of the Turing space obtained on a fixed domain in the absence of domain growth. Alternatively, by looking at the eigenvalues, we show that the shifting of the Turing space is equivalent to the standard Turing space of the RDS on a fixed domain but with eigenvalues shifted to the left of the complex plane by a constant factor given by the divergence of the domain velocity. The analysis for the case when the divergence of the domain velocity is non-constant, for example linear or logistic growth functions or some other arbitrary growth profiles, is the subject of our current studies and will be addressed in future works.
Our paper is therefore organised as follows: In Section 2 we present the model equations derived from first principles on a continuously deforming domain. Section 3 focuses on transforming the model equations into non-conservative and conservative formulations using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation. The idea is to transform at each time the model equations from a continuously deforming domain to a fixed domain where analysis can be carried out. Our studies will focus only on the conservative formulation as opposed to the non-conservative formulation. The rest of the paper focuses on studying stability conditions for diffusion-driven instability for the conservative formulation as illustrated in Section 4. A typical example is illustrated for the case of an activatordepleted model (Prigogine, 1968; Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972; Schnakenberg, 1979) to back-up our findings. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the results of our research and conclude.
Reaction-diffusion systems on continuously growing domains
Let Ω t ⊂ R m (m = 1, 2, 3) be a simply connected bounded continuously deforming volume at time t ∈ (0, T ), T > 0 and ∂Ω t be the surface boundary of the continuously changing volume. Also let u = (u (x(t), y(t), z(t), t) , v (x(t), y(t), z(t), t))
T be a vector of two chemical concentrations at position (x(t), y(t), z(t)) ∈ Ω t ⊂ R m . The evolution equations for reaction-diffusion on a growing domain are readily obtained from conservation of mass in an elemental volume using Reynolds transport theorem. RDS of the type studied for pattern formation generally exclude cross-diffusion and are only coupled through the reaction terms. Growth of the domain x ∈ Ω t with boundary ∂Ω t generates a flow velocity a(x, t). The non-dimensionalized governing equations take the form (Crampin et. al. 2002 and Madzvamuse et. al., 2003 ,2005 )
nonlinear reaction terms (1) where x ∈ Ω t , and t ∈ I. Here, f (u, v) and g(u, v) represent reaction kinetics, and d is a constant ratio of the diffusion coefficients and γ is a scaling parameter. Initial conditions are prescribed as small random perturbations around the uniform steady state if it exists. Boundary conditions can either be periodic, zero-flux (homogeneous Neumann) or mixed. Zero-flux boundary conditions are appropriate for the case of an impermeable membrane, for example, or where we wish to explore selforganizing processes. Periodic boundary conditions can represent, for example, the case of a closed cylindrical or spherical surface. In compact-vector form we can write (1) as:
where
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulations
The arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation recasts the original problem (2) with respect to a time independent reference configuration (Baines, 1994) . Let A t be a family of bijective mappings, which at each t ∈ I, map points ξ of a reference or computational configuration Ω c , to points x of the current physical domain Ω t . Therefore, we have
, where m = 1, 2, 3. We will assume Ω c and Ω t are bounded with Lipschitz continuous boundaries (this assumption can be relaxed in the case of splitting and/or reconnecting domains as is the case in tumour growth). The computational configuration could simply be the initial physical domain Ω 0 or it could be a fictitious domain used to facilitate the generation of a moving mesh. Define
such that in the Eulerian frame: g :
where the functionĝ is defined in the ALE frame asĝ : Ω c −→ R,ĝ(ξ, t) = g(x, t) = g(A t (ξ), t). We can now compute the temporal derivative in the ALE frame as
We will also define domain or mesh velocity bẏ
The Jacobian matrix of the ALE mapping J At and its determinant J At = |J At | are defined by
respectively. It can be shown that the time derivative of the determinant is given by
If u is smooth enough then application of the chain rule gives
The reformulation of (2) to take account of the movement of the mesh takes the form
The formulation (3) will be referred to as the non-conservative ALE formulation. Note that when the mesh velocity is identical to the flow velocity of the growing domain i.e.ẋ = a then we get the simplified non-conservative form
Formulation (4) When conservation properties are likely to be important a conservative formulation is often desirable. Using the identity
we can deduce that
Hence, we can express
We can then therefore rewrite (3) as
and this will be referred to as the conservative ALE formulation.
If the mesh velocity is identical to the domain velocity i.e.ẋ = a then we get the much simplified form
Since this equation is now fully defined on Ω c , we can omit the ξ and re-write (6) in the form
Equation (7) Madzvamuse, et. al., (2005 Madzvamuse, et. al., ( ,2007 . The analysis presented in the rest of the paper is based on this simplified model. For illustrative purposes, we assume homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on the boundary ∂Ω c , i.e. (n · ∇)u = 0 on the boundary, where n is the normal. Initial conditions will be prescribed as non-negative bounded functions u(0, x) = u 0 (x). 
Definition 2 (Steady state on a growing domain) A uniform steady state corresponding to equation (7) on a continuously deforming domain is a solution satisfying the equation
and the boundary conditions where ∇ · a = ∇ ·ẋ = constant.
Note that if ∇ ·ẋ = 0 then the steady state equation reduces to one obtained for the reaction-diffusion system on a fixed domain given by F (u s ) = 0.
Conditions for diffusion-driven instability on a continuously deforming doman with ∇ ·ẋ = constant
Define w = (ω 1 , ω 2 ) T such that |ω 1 | << 1 and |ω 2 | << 1. We can express u = w + u s as a small perturbation around the homogeneous steady state. It follows from
since u s is a uniform steady state
On the other hand
where we ignored higher order terms and J F is the Jacobian matrix (which is constant in time) of the linearised reaction kinetics evaluated at the uniform steady state. The Jacobian matrix is therefore defined as
with f u representing the partial derivative with respect to u. Equating equations (8) and (9) yields
Since J At > 0, dividing throughout equation (10) by J At we obtain
Now we can exploit the definition of the uniform steady state which satisfies that
Hence the linearised system of partial differential equations is given by
The corresponding boundary condition for this equation is given by (n · ∇)w = 0. It must be observed that equation (12) is an autonomous linear system of partial differential equations since the term ∇ ·ẋ is a constant parameter.
Theorem 1 (Conditions for diffusion-driven instability)
The conditions for diffusion-driven instability of the system
are equivalent to those derived on fixed domains if the domain velocity is divergence free, i.e. ∇ · a = ∇ ·ẋ = 0. Furthermore, the linearised system of partial differential equations is autonomous.
Proof
Clearly from the above construction, if ∇ ·ẋ = 0, the linearised system of partial differential equations is autonomous. All we have to show is that the conditions for diffusion-driven instability reduce to those derived on a fixed domain if the domain velocity is divergence free. It follows that if ∇ ·ẋ = 0, then equation (11) reduces to
Here, k is the eigenvalue which is the wave number of the corresponding component of the spatial pattern. For each k, c k represents the vector of Fourier coefficients and w k is the eigenfunction of the Laplacian i.e. it satisfies
Substituting (14) into (13) we obtain for each k the following
Dividing throughout by e λt > 0, we obtain for each k the problem
where I is the unit tensor. As we require non-trivial solutions for c k , the following condition must hold:
It follows that λ = λ(k 2 ) satisfies the dispersion relation
For diffusion-driven instability to occur one of the roots of (18) must have Reλ(k 2 ) > 0 for some k 2 > 0. If k = 0 (corresponding to the case of no diffusion), then we require that the homogeneous steady state is stable, i.e. Reλ(k 2 ) < 0, which is guaranteed provided that
The condition (21) 
is quadratic in terms of k 2 , so it is easy to show that c(k 2 ) < 0 (for some k 2 > 0) if and only if
and
Therefore the conditions for diffusion-driven instability can be summarised as
The inequalities (25)-(28) define a domain in parameter space (a, b, d), known as the Turing space, wherein the uniform steady state u s is linearly unstable. These conditions are identical to those derived on fixed domains (see Turing, 1952; Murray, 2002) . This concludes the proof. We will compare this Turing space with the one that is obtained for the exponential growth.
Analysis of divergence free domain velocity and some examples
The question we want to address is: What is the physical meaning of ∇ ·ẋ = 0 and what are typical solutions that are biologically relevant? The first question is not trivial. It can be observed from the analysis above that this condition implies the following:
• It simplifies the system of partial differential equations with time-dependent coefficients (non-autonomous) to an autonomous linear system which can be readily solved analytically.
• Furthermore, the conditions for diffusion-driven instability on a continuously growing domain whose domain velocity is divergence free reduce to standard results obtained on fixed domains.
With regards to the second question, it must be observed that there is no unique solution to the equation ∇ ·ẋ = 0. Instead, there are infinite number of solutions. From a biological point of view, we are interested in well-defined functionṡ
Some examples Example 1: A function of t only

Assume thatẋ = G(x(t), y(t), t) = G(t).
The mesh is then defined by
For example, let G(τ ) = r be a constant vector function then it follows that x(ξ, t) = rt + X(ξ which represents a linear domain growth function (anisotropic growth), where X(ξ) is a function describing the initial fixed domain Ω c . We impose the condition that at time t = 0 (no growth) x(ξ, 0) = X(ξ).
Clearlyẋ(ξ, t) = r which is a constant vector, then the divergence of a constant vector function is zero. This equation implies that the rate of change of the domain (or mesh) velocity is constant in time and also is independent of the initial domain Ω c .
NOTE:
1. It is important to note that not all functions G(t) satisfy the condition that ∇ · G = 0. Example 1 works perfectly because any constant vector function is divergence free, which implies that x(t) is a linear vector function in time t.
The function x(ξ, t) = rt + X(ξ)
is different from an isotropic, uniform linear growth of the form x(ξ, t) = (rt + 1)X(ξ) = ρ(t)X(ξ) 
Example 2: Counter-example: Exponential growth
Let us consider uniform, isotropic exponential growth defined by x(t) = X(ξ)e σt = ξe σt where we have used the fact that at t = 0, x(0) = X(ξ). It can be easily shown that ∇ ·ẋ = 2σ > 0 for σ > 0. Typically σ is known as the domain growth rate.
Theorem 2 (Divergence of domain velocity) For a uniformly isotropic growing domain, the divergence of the domain velocity is constant if and only if the growth function is exponential.
Proof
First, assume that the growth function is exponential. Example 2 proves the fact that the divergence of domain velocity whose growth function is isotropic and exponential is constant. We are left to prove that if the divergence of the domain velocity is constant for a uniformly isotropic growing domain, then the growth function is exponential. For isotropic uniform growth, domain growth is defined as follows
where ρ(t) is a continuously differential function and X(ξ) describes the fixed initial domain. We compute the velocity of the domain growth to obtaiṅ
Finally computing the divergence of the domain velocity results in ∇ ·ẋ = mρ (t) ρ(t) where m is the dimension. Therefore it follows thatρ (t) ρ(t) = r if and only if ρ(t) = e rt where r is a positive constant known as the growth rate of the domain. Therefore the divergence of the domain velocity is constant only in the case when ρ(t) is an exponential growth function. This completes the proof.
Analysis of non-divergence free domain velocity 4.4 In the absence of diffusion
Let us assume that ∇ ·ẋ is constant. An exponential growth is a clear example as illustrated in Example 2. For simplicity, let us assign
where P is a positive constant. It can be easily shown that
which is a constant matrix. It can be shown that the solution of the linearised system of partial differential equations
is given by
where each w k satisfies
and λ is a root of the characteristic equation
For diffusion-driven instability to occur one of the roots of (18) must have Reλ(k 2 ) > P for some k 2 > 0. If k = 0 (corresponding to the case of no diffusion), then we require that the homogeneous steady state is stable if Reλ(k 2 ) < P . Therefore, further analysis shows that the conditions for diffusion-driven instability can be summarised as
The inequalities (36)-(39) define a domain in parameter space (a, b, d, γ, P ), known as the Turing space, wherein the uniform steady state u s is linearly unstable. For P = 0 (the case of fixed domains), these conditions are identical to those derived on fixed domains. Observe that the above inequalities depend on P which is dimension dependent. An important observation is that the Turing space on a growing domain whose domain velocity is constant is a slight shift of the Turing space in the absence of such domain growth. Below, we will show that this is equivalent to shifting the eigenvalues obtained on a fixed domain by a constant factor of P towards the left of the complex plane.
Similarly, at bifurcation it can be shown that there exists a critical diffusion coefficient d c solving the quadratic equation
Alternatively
Let us assume that µ is an eigenvalue of A and λ is an eigenvalue of J F then we can express µ = λ − P where P is clearly the eigenvalue of the diagonal matrix P I. It is easy to show that λ − P satisfies the dispersion relation
Then equation (32) can be written in the form
It can be shown that in this case, the Turing parameter space is identical to that given by inequalities (25)-(28) for the case when domain velocity is divergence free. These inequalities are solely based only on the Jacobian matrix J F , while inequalities (36)-(39) are based on J F and also the growth matrix P I. Therefore, shifting the Turing space by a factor of P is equivalent to shifting the eigenvalues to the left of the complex plane whereby the Turing space is unshifted from that obtained in the absence of domain growth.
Steady states: Activator-Depleted model
Assume that the reaction kinetics are given by the activatordepleted substrate model (Gierer-Meinhardt, 1972; Schnakenberg, 1979 ) also known as the Brusselator (Prigogine and Lefever, 1968) .
The steady state is given by u s which is a solution to the equation
where ∇ ·ẋ = P > 0. The problem simplifies to finding
From equation (46) we can compute v s as a function of u s as follows
where u s satisfies the cubic polynomial
For each γ, the solution u s can be expressed as (Murray, 2002)
where we have defined
,
Here a necessary condition satisfied is that β < −2α 3 2 . Clearly, for a fixed growth parameter P , the steady state is a function of the scaling parameter γ. As γ increases we can compute the limit lim
and similarly the
kinetics considered, the steady state on a growing domain is a slight perturbation of the steady state obtained in the absence of domain growth. Figure 1 illustrates numerically the convergence of the steady state on an exponentially growing domain to a uniform steady state a + b,
given a = 0.1, b = 0.9 as γ increases. The above analysis is independent of the form of P . For illustrative purposes, let us consider a one-dimensional case. For an exponential growth of the domain, with growth rate r, it follows that P = r. Following Crampin et. al., (2002) and Madzvamuse and Maini (2007) we take r = 0.002.
Next, we compute the entries of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the reaction kinetics evaluated at (u s , v s ) for any given value of γ. From the model equations we can compute the partial derivatives as follows
It follows therefore that there is no fixed critical diffusion coefficient d c instead it varies with increasing γ since the steady state also varies. We can also compute these γ-dependent critical diffusion coefficients. Figure 2 From equation (33) we can compute the eigenvalues from the characteristic equation and it can be shown that these are given by
Since we require that c(k 2 ) < 0 for some k > 0, we neglect the negative eigenvalue λ − . Taking this negative root means that the uniform steady state is always stable. We are interested in the positive root λ + , hence the conditions when the uniform steady state becomes unstable giving rise to spatially inhomogeneous solutions. In Figure 3 we plot graphs comparing the dispersion relation for the real part of λ + (k 2 ) on a fixed domain (in the absence of domain growth) and on an exponentially growing domain. The differences between these plots are minimal (given growth rate r = 0.002) (left column). However, zooming into the plots it can be observed that the maximum value of the real part of λ + (k 2 ) on a fixed domain is greater than the maximum value of the the real part of λ + (k 2 ) on the growing domain (right column). In particular, the graph of the real part of λ + (k 2 ) on a fixed domain encompasses the graph on a growing domain. This implies that the Turing parameter space derived on an exponentially growing domain, is slightly smaller than the Turing parameter space on a fixed domain. For slower domain growth (r << 1), these spaces are almost identical, while for fast domain growth (r >> 1), the spaces are significantly different. Therefore modes isolated on a fixed domain become excitable earlier than modes isolated when domain growth is introduced. As γ increases, the dispersion relation on an exponential growing domain converges to the dispersion relation on a fixed domain as illustrated in Figure  4 . We can therefore postulate that the Turing parameter space obtained for an exponential growing domain converges to the parameter space obtained on a fixed domain as γ increases in value.
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper is one of the first in a series of papers aimed at elucidating linear stability analysis of reaction-diffusion systems on continuously deforming domains. Through the novel use of the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation (ALE), the generalised model equations on a continuously deforming domain are transformed to a fixed domain (or computational domain) at each time, resulting in a conservative system of partial differential equations. This system turns out to be the most appropriate for carrying out detailed linear stability analysis. We discovered the conditions that if the domain velocity is divergence free or if the divergence of the domain velocity is constant then standard linear stability analysis is applicable. The case when domain velocity is divergence free implies that the linear stability conditions reduce to those already derived for fixed domains in the absence of domain growth. Further analysis of this case reveal the fact that linear anisotropic growth is a clear example whereby the domain velocity is divergence free. The domain velocity is a constant growth rate vector which is independent of the initial domain size. Most computational and theoretical studies in the literature have been confined to the case of uniform, isotropic growth of the domain (Chaplain et. al., 2001; Painter, et. al., 1999; Crampin et. al., 1999 Crampin et. al., ,2002 Madzvamuse, et. al., 2003 Madzvamuse, et. al., ,2005 Madzvamuse, et. al., ,2007 Plaza et. al., 2004) . The isotropic uniform growth can be written in the form
where ρ(t) is a continuously differential function and X(ξ) is a function describing the fixed initial domain, then it can be shown that the divergence of the domain velocity is given by
where m is the dimension. We proved a theorem stating that the divergence of the domain velocity is constant if and only if ρ(t) is an exponential growth function. The linear stability conditions for the case when the divergence of the domain velocity is constant result in a shifted Turing space by a factor P . This factor is dimension dependent. The eigenvalues are computed from the matrix A = J F − P I where J F is the Jacobian matrix of the reaction kinetics evaluated at the steady state which is obtained by solving the steady state equation
Alternatively, the diffusion-driven instability conditions can be shown to reduce to standard conditions derived on a fixed domain in the absence of domain growth if the eigenvalues corresponding to the Jacobian matrix are computed separately from the eigenvalues of the matrix resulting from the divergence of the domain velocity. Combining the eigenvalues results in eigenvalues of the form µ = λ − P which represent a shift to the left of the complex plane in the eigenvalues computed on a fixed domain without growth. Here λ is the eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix J F and P is the eigenvalue of the domain growth matrix P I. For linear and logistic growth protocols, the divergence of the domain velocity is not constant but it is a function of time t. However, if domain growth is assumed to occur on a much slower time-scale than that of the chemical reactions, then by ignoring the divergence of the domain velocity, it can be proved that linear stability conditions on a linearly, uniformly, and isotropic growing domain reduce to standard Turing conditions on fixed domains thereby justifying the studies of Chaplin et. al., (2001) and Plaza et. al., (2004) .
We have shown that the uniform steady state corresponding to the activator-depleted model (Prigogine, 1968; Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972; Schnakenberg, 1979 ) is a function of the exponential growth rate and γ the scaling parameter. In the absence of domain growth, the steady state is simply a function of the kinetic parameters a and b. Analytically we have proved that the steady state on a fixed domain is a limiting case of the steady state obtained for an exponentially growing domain as γ increases. This is supported through a graphical method (see Figure 1) . Similarly, as γ increases, the critical diffusion coefficient obtained on an exponentially growing domain converges to the critical diffusion coefficient d c obtained on a fixed domain. Also the graphical method supports this conclusion (see Figure 2) .
By plotting the dispersion relation on a fixed domain and comparing it to the relation on an exponential growing domain we conclude that the Turing parameter space derived on an exponentially growing domain, is slightly smaller than the Turing parameter space obtained on a fixed domain. For slower domain growth (r << 1), these spaces are almost identical, while for fast domain growth (r >> 1), the spaces are significantly different. The maximum value of the real part of λ + (k 2 ) on a fixed domain is greater than the maximum value of the the real part of λ + (k 2 ) on the growing domain ( Figure 3 , right column). Our theoretical studies have presented a detailed study of diffusion-driven instability conditions for reaction-diffusion systems with constant coefficients on continuously deforming domains. We have determined under what conditions linear stability analysis is applicable, thereby deriving explicitly the Turing spaces under these conditions. These studies provide a framework to tackle the case when the divergence of the domain velocity is a time-dependent function. In this case the reactiondiffusion system can be transformed using the ALE formulation to a conservative system of non-autonomous partial differential equations (reaction-difffusion systems with time-dependent coefficients) on a fixed domain. This is the subject of our current studies. The uniform steady state is a function of γ and it changes as γ changes. It is clear from the left column that the differences between the dispersion relations Re(λ + (k 2 )) on the fixed and growing domain are very small. However, zooming in closely (right column), it can be observed that the maximum value of Re(λ + (k 2 )) on a fixed domain is greater that the corresponding maximum value on a growing domain. We can therefore infer that the Turing space on a growing domain is slightly smaller than the Turing parameter space on a fixed domain. The parameter space on a growing domain depends on the exponential growth rate of the domain. 
